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Abstract

Low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) are categorized as slow earthquakes whose spectral power is concentrated at 1–4 Hz. While

the tectonic LFEs along megathrust boundaries occur as shear failure, LFE generation in the continental plate, which is

widespread in the lower crust and rarely occurs in the brittle upper crust, is poorly understood due to the diversity of focal

mechanism solutions. Here we conduct a systematic survey of LFEs using two metrics (frequency index and peak frequency) that

characterize the frequency content of the waveforms, and show that LFEs are prevalent in the upper crust beneath the Japanese

Islands, even in non-volcanic regions. Shallow LFEs are most common near tectonic boundaries, and are temporarily activated

in the aftershock sequences of large (M³6.5) crustal earthquakes. The widespread distribution of shallow LFEs suggests that

a lower crustal rheology is not necessary for their genesis. We infer that failure along frictionally weakened faults due to high

pore-fluid pressures is a primary control for the enrichment of low-frequency energy. The observed differences in the frequency

content are probably due to differences in the pore-fluid pressure along each fault, which influences the rupture velocity and

magnitude of the tensile component during shear failure. Our observations may lead to a more unified model of earthquake

generation, thereby providing a better understanding of how earthquakes release the stress accumulated in the Earth.
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Key points 11 

• Low-frequency earthquakes are more common in the upper crust. 12 

• Earthquakes with predominant low-frequency energy are activated after large crustal 13 

earthquakes. 14 

• Differences in the pore-fluid pressure along each fault may be a major cause of the large 15 

variation in the observed frequency contents. 16 

 17 

  18 
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Abstract:  19 

Low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) are categorized as slow earthquakes whose spectral power is 20 

concentrated at 1–4 Hz. While the tectonic LFEs along megathrust boundaries occur as shear 21 

failure, LFE generation in the continental plate, which is widespread in the lower crust and rarely 22 

occurs in the brittle upper crust, is poorly understood due to the diversity of focal mechanism 23 

solutions. Here we conduct a systematic survey of LFEs using two metrics (frequency index and 24 

peak frequency) that characterize the frequency content of the waveforms, and show that LFEs 25 

are prevalent in the upper crust beneath the Japanese Islands, even in non-volcanic regions. 26 

Shallow LFEs are most common near tectonic boundaries, and are temporarily activated in the 27 

aftershock sequences of large (M6.5) crustal earthquakes. The widespread distribution of 28 

shallow LFEs suggests that a lower crustal rheology is not necessary for their genesis. We infer 29 

that failure along frictionally weakened faults due to high pore-fluid pressures is a primary control 30 

for the enrichment of low-frequency energy. The observed differences in the frequency content 31 

are probably due to differences in the pore-fluid pressure along each fault, which influences the 32 

rupture velocity and magnitude of the tensile component during shear failure. Our observations 33 

may lead to a more unified model of earthquake generation, thereby providing a better 34 

understanding of how earthquakes release the stress accumulated in the Earth.  35 

  36 
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1. Introduction 37 

The recent establishment of a dense seismograph network in Japan has considerably improved 38 

earthquake detection capabilities in the region [Okada et al., 2004; Aoi et al., 2020]. The Japan 39 

Meteorological Agency (JMA), which routinely determines the locations of earthquakes that have 40 

occurred in and around the Japanese Islands, has visually classified earthquakes that possess 41 

waveforms with predominant low-frequency energy as low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) since 42 

September 1999. Compared to regular earthquakes, which mainly occur at <10–15 km depth in 43 

the continental plate beneath the Japanese Islands [Omuralieva et al., 2012], LFEs are frequently 44 

observed at 20–40 km depth (Figure 1) [e.g., Hasegawa and Yamamoto, 1994; Katsumata and 45 

Kamaya, 2003; Aso et al., 2013]. LFEs that occur at greater depths than the typical depth limit 46 

(brittle–ductile transition depth) for crustal earthquakes (∼10–15 km) are often called deep LFEs.  47 

Deep LFEs are primarily observed beneath volcanic regions; however, a number of deep LFEs 48 

have also been observed in non-volcanic regions [Aso et al., 2013] (Figure 1). Tectonic LFEs are 49 

often interpreted as shear failure along the upper surface of the subducting plate [e.g., Ide et al., 50 

2007; Shelly et al., 2007], whereas the genesis of deep LFEs in the continental crust is poorly 51 

understood due to the large range of focal mechanism solutions with varying non-double couple 52 

(NDC) components [e.g., Nakamichi et al., 2003; Hensch et al., 2019; Oikawa et al., 2019]. 53 

Proposed models for the genesis of deep LFEs include the rapid movement of magma or fluids 54 

[Hasegawa and Yamamoto, 1994], failure along a shear-tensile crack [e.g., Wilshire and Kirby, 55 

1989; Nakamichi et al., 2003], magma cooling processes [e.g., Aso and Tsai, 2014], and fluid-56 

pressure transfer related to magmatic processes [e.g., Shapiro et al., 2017]. 57 

Shallow LFEs (15 km depth) are extremely rare, and are only observed in volcanic regions 58 

(Figure 1). However, there have been recent reports of shallow LFEs in the brittle upper crust of 59 

non-volcanic regions [e.g., Yoshida et al., 2020; Kosuga, 2019]. The occurrence of shallow LFEs 60 

in non-volcanic regions suggests that lower-crustal pressure–temperature conditions are not 61 

necessary for LFE generation, which indicates that other factors regulate LFE generation. 62 

Therefore, a systematic investigation of the potential prevalence of LFEs in the shallow crust can 63 

improve our understanding of the similarities and differences among regular earthquakes, and 64 

deep and shallow LFEs, which will provide crucial insights into the physical factors responsible 65 

for LFE generation.  66 

We first investigate the frequency content of the seismograms for all crustal earthquakes with 67 

JMA magnitude (hereafter referred to as M) of 0–2.5 that occurred beneath the Japanese Islands, 68 

and define the LFEs based on their frequency content. We then calculate the stress drops of the 69 
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earthquakes occuring in the aftershock areas of ten large crustal earthquakes (M≥6.5) that 70 

possessed high LFE activity, and investigate the relationship between the frequency content and 71 

stress drop. We highlight that there are temporal variations in the observed LFE activity of each 72 

aftershock sequence, and demonstrate that there is a significant increase in shallow LFE activity 73 

after large crustal earthquakes (M≥6.5). Finally, we discuss the spatial and temporal 74 

characteristics of LFEs, and propose a possible mechanism for LFE generation.  75 

 76 

2. Re-definition of LFEs 77 

2-1. Methods and data 78 

We searched for crustal LFEs beneath the Japanese Islands by characterizing their frequency 79 

content using two metrics: the frequency index (FI) and peak frequency (fp). FI is the logarithmic 80 

ratio of the velocity spectrum amplitudes of the low- and high-frequency bands, and is defined as 81 

FI = log10(AH/AL), where A is the amplitude, and H and L denote the high- and low-frequency 82 

bands, respectively [Buurman and West, 2010]. Seismograms with equal amounts of high and 83 

low energy have a FI of 0; a negative FI means that the seismogram is dominated by low-84 

frequency energy, whereas a positive FI means that the seismogram is dominated by high-85 

frequency energy. fp is the frequency with the highest amplitude in the velocity spectrum, which 86 

corresponds to the apparent corner frequency of an earthquake, and is influenced by seismic 87 

attenuation along the ray path.  88 

We investigated all of the 0≤M≤2.5 earthquakes (N = 984,217) that occurred in the continental 89 

plate at 0–35 km depth beneath the Japanese Islands during the 2003–2017 period (Figure 2). We 90 

first calculated the spectral amplitudes of the unfiltered velocity waveforms (E–W component) 91 

using a 3-s time window that began 0.3 s before the manually picked S-wave onset (Figure 3b). 92 

We then estimated the FI values from the amplitudes in the 2–5 and 10–15 Hz frequency bands 93 

for AL and AH, respectively (Figure 3a), using stations located within a 50-km epicentral distance. 94 

We determined fp from the average amplitude over a 0.66-Hz bandwidth, which was calculated 95 

at a 0.33-Hz interval across the analyzed frequency band; the central frequency with the highest 96 

amplitude was defined as fp. We calculated the noise amplitude using a 3-s time window before 97 

the P-wave onset, and kept the spectra with signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of ≥2 in the 2–15 Hz 98 

band. We calculated the station-averaged FI and fp values for a given earthquake when FI and fp 99 

were obtained at three or more stations for that earthquake. 100 

 101 

2-2. Results 102 
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Example seismograms for three aftershocks of the 2016 M7.3 Kumamoto Earthquake that were 103 

recorded at station N.MSIH located near the epicenter are shown in Figure 3b. The observed FI 104 

values for these three aftershocks range from –0.91 to 0.04, even though they possess similar 105 

magnitudes (M1.3–1.7). It is obvious that the waveforms enriched in low-frequency energy have 106 

smaller FI and fp values. The smallest FI value (–0.91) is comparable to that for a LFE identified 107 

by the JMA (FI = –0.94) (Figure 3c). These observations demonstrate that the FI and fp values 108 

quantify the frequency content of the seismograms. 109 

The station-averaged FI and fp values for the 397,709 earthquakes whose parameters could be 110 

estimated at three or more stations are shown in Figure 4a. FI and fp are positively correlated, and 111 

their distributions include those of the M1 and M2 earthquakes expected from a theoretical 2 112 

source model [Brune, 1970], assuming a stress drop () of 1 MPa, Q of 200, and travel time of 113 

10 s. The LFEs identified by the JMA (hereafter referred to as JMA LFEs) are shown by the red 114 

dots, and are clearly distinguishable from the other earthquakes in the FI–fp domain (see the 115 

histograms on the top and right sides of Figure 4a). The FI and fp histograms show that FI ≤ −116 

0.75 and fp ≤ 4 Hz include 80 and 90% of the JMA LFEs, respectively (Figure 4a). This study re-117 

defined the LFEs using these FI and fp thresholds (green rectangle in Figure 4a), and 5530 LFEs 118 

were defined here.  119 

A magnitude effect is apparent for the FI and fp values derived from a theoretical 2 source 120 

model with given typical , Q, and travel time values (black squares in Figure 4a), but the 121 

observed FI and fp values of earthquakes are less dependent on the earthquake magnitude (Figure 122 

5). The theoretical range of FI and fp values exhibits a similar trend to the observations (colored 123 

squares in Figure 5a) when we calculate the theoretical FI and fp values using acceptable Q (100, 124 

200, 300, and 400) and  (0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 MPa) values, and travel times (5.7, 8.6, and 11.4 125 

s, which correspond to hypocentral distances of 20, 30, and 40 km, respectively, with Vs = 3.5 126 

km/s, where Vs is the S-wave velocity). These results suggest that the variations in seismic 127 

attenuation along the ray paths, earthquake , and observed travel times would mask the 128 

magnitude dependence of the FI and fp values.  129 

Figures 4b and 4c highlight that the frequency metrics for earthquakes at ≤15 km depth are 130 

continuously distributed. A local peak at FI = −1.0, which is only visible in the histogram of the 131 

entire earthquake catalog (LFEs and regular earthquakes) is apparent due to the occurrence of 132 

deep LFEs. This local peak is probably due to considerable attenuation effects associated with the 133 

deep LFEs, which possess longer ray paths than those for the earthquakes at <10–15 km depth.  134 

The shallow and deep LFEs detected in this study occurred around volcanic regions (Figures 135 
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6a and 6b), which is consistent with the spatial distribution of the JMA LFEs (Figure 1). However, 136 

two exceptions, each with significant LFE activity, are evident in two areas across Hokkaido. A 137 

comparison of the LFE depth distribution defined in this study and the JMA LFE depth 138 

distribution shows that both catalogs are nearly identical at ≥20 km depth; however, our catalog 139 

identifies 565 LFEs at ≤10 km depth, whereas the JMA catalog only classifies 40 of these events 140 

as JMA LFEs (Figure 6c). This suggests that shallow LFEs may be a relatively common 141 

phenomenon, with the vast majority (>90%) being unidentified in the JMA catalog. 142 

 143 

2-3. Spatial variations in FI and fp 144 

We calculated the spatially averaged FI and fp values of the shallow earthquakes (≤15 km 145 

depth) for each 0.2° × 0.2° area with a shift of 0.1° in both longitude and latitude directions to 146 

identify any spatial variations in the frequency content of the earthquake waveforms (Figures 7b 147 

and c). This calculation was done for all of the earthquakes, regardless of their FI and fp values. 148 

The FI and fp values both exhibit considerable regional variations; areas with relatively low FI 149 

and fp values, which basically coincide with enhanced LFE activity, likely correspond to major 150 

tectonic boundaries (Figure 7a). For example, northern Hokkaido includes the active boundary 151 

between the Amurian and Okhotsk plates [Ito et al., 2019], where slow slip is observed along a 152 

crustal fault [Ohzono et al., 2015], and the area to the west of Hidaka consists of a deformation 153 

zone where the Kuril Forearc has been colliding with the Northeast Japan Arc since ~15 Ma 154 

[Kimura, 1994]. A marked low-FI, low-fp area in the northern part of central Japan corresponds 155 

to the Fossa Magna, where pre-Miocene terrains bend in a cusp form [Matsuda, 1978]. A low-fp 156 

area in central Kyushu may be attributable to the Beppu-Shimabara Graben, where marked 157 

increases in volcanic, geothermal, and seismic activity are observed [Tada, 1985], even though 158 

there is no clear reduction in FI. These observations suggest that the upper crustal tectonic 159 

environment controls the regional FI and fp variations. A possible mechanism for the regional 160 

variations in FI and fp will be discussed in section 6. 161 

We note that both the FI and fp values would be significantly affected by seismic attenuation 162 

along the ray path, even though we observe marked regional variations in FI and fp. The 163 

determined FI and fp values are potentially underestimated due to attenuation effects since the 164 

seismic attenuation along the ray path preferentially decays the high-frequency component of the 165 

seismic energy. We therefore attempted to discriminate the path effects from the actual physical 166 

variations in the seismic fault by estimating  for the earthquakes via the S-coda spectral ratio 167 

method, which can minimize the seismic attenuation effect.  is a key parameter for 168 
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characterizing the amount of stress released during seismic rupture, and may be related to the 169 

frictional strength of the rupture surface (fault). 170 

We focused on 12 specific, non-volcanic areas with major shallow LFE activity to characterize 171 

the relationship between the FI and fp values, and ; two areas in Hokkaido (northern Hokkaido 172 

and Hidaka) and ten aftershock areas of large (M≥6.5) crustal earthquakes (areas with green 173 

rectangles in Figure 7d) that occurred at ≤35 km depth during the 2003–2017 period (Table 1). 174 

 175 

3. Stress drop estimates 176 

3.1 Methods and data 177 

The S-coda wave amplitudes are insensitive to the source radiation pattern and medium 178 

heterogeneity when the lapse time measured from the source origin time is more than twice the 179 

direct S-wave travel time [e.g., Sato and Fehler, 1998]. This means that the S-coda waves are not 180 

shaped by complex factors, such as the source radiation pattern and medium heterogeneities. 181 

These advantages of the S-coda waves have been used to estimate the source parameters from the 182 

spectral ratios of S-coda waves [e.g., Mayeda et al., 2007; Somei et al., 2014].  183 

The spectral ratio of the S-coda waves at a common station for two earthquakes has two corners 184 

that correspond to the corner frequencies (fc) of the two earthquakes. The optimum fc values of 185 

each earthquake pair and the level of the spectral ratio were determined via a grid search across 186 

the 1–30 Hz frequency band that minimized the misfits between the observed and theoretical 187 

spectral ratios.  188 

We selected the 2.0≤M≤3.5 earthquakes that occurred at ≤15 km depth in the 12 areas across 189 

the Japanese Islands (green areas in Figure 7d). We calculated the spectral amplitudes for the E–190 

W component of the S-coda waves using a 10-s time window that was taken at twice the 191 

theoretical S-wave travel time calculated from a 1-D seismic velocity model [Hasegawa et al., 192 

1978]. The noise spectral amplitudes were calculated for the pre-P waves. The frequency range 193 

with SNR ≥ 2 was included in the analysis. We limited the earthquake pairs to those with a 194 

magnitude difference of ≥0.5 and within a hypocentral distance of 5 km to ensure stable 195 

measurements. The average spectral ratio was fit by an 2 source model [Brune, 1970] to estimate 196 

the fc values for the earthquake pair when the spectral ratios for that earthquake pair were 197 

calculated at five or more common stations; these average fc values were used in the subsequent 198 

analysis. We then calculated  for the earthquakes using the symmetrical circular crack model 199 

of Sato and Hirasawa [1973] and Eshelby’s [1957] static solution for the crack, with Vr/Vs = 0.9 200 

and Vs = 3.5 km/s, where Vr is the rupture velocity.  201 
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 202 

3.2 Results 203 

Figure 8 shows the calculated  values for 49,476 earthquakes in the 12 areas. Individual  204 

values range from <0.1 MPa to >10 MPa, with an average  of 0.65 MPa for all of the 205 

earthquakes; the average values among the 12 areas range from 0.35 MPa in northern Hokkaido 206 

to 1.38 MPa in western Fukuoka. These values are comparable to the average  values (0.38–207 

0.67 MPa) for the aftershocks (Mw≥3.2) of large crustal earthquakes [Somei et al., 2014], but are 208 

smaller than the  estimates (~1–10 MPa) of ordinary crustal earthquakes (Mw≥2.7) [Oth, 2013]. 209 

The spatial  distributions in this study are similar to the values in the two previous studies, with 210 

smaller  values in northeast Japan and higher  values in Kyushu [Oth, 2013; Somei et al., 211 

2014]. We consider that the regional variations in  reflect variations in either the amount of 212 

stress release along the seismic faults or the rupture velocity during rupture since the  values 213 

that were estimated via the S-coda spectral ratio method can minimize the effects of the spatial 214 

variations in seismic attenuation. 215 

We investigated the relationship between FI and  for the 2.0≤M≤2.5 earthquakes (N = 216 

15345) due to the overlap between the earthquake magnitude ranges used in the FI estimates and 217 

those used in the  estimates, and found a positive correlation between the two parameters 218 

(Figure 9). The positive correlation between FI and  suggests that the FI values reflect the 219 

actual amount of stress release along the seismic faults, even though the observed FI values may 220 

be affected by seismic attenuation along the ray paths. Figure 9 suggests that FI = –0.50 and –221 

0.25 correspond to  = ~0.3 and ~1 MPa, respectively. 222 

 223 

4. Temporal variations in the frequency content 224 

The re-defined LFEs in this study, which are based on the FI and fp values (FI ≤ −0.75 and fp 225 

≤ 4 Hz), demonstrated that shallow LFEs are more common than conventionally believed. 226 

However, the FI and fp values possess large regional variations, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, 227 

we introduced independent FI thresholds for each of the ten hypocentral areas and classified the 228 

earthquakes with FI ≤  – 3s as relative LFEs (r-LFEs), where  and s are the average and standard 229 

deviation of the FI values in a given area, respectively. This strategy means that we can extract 230 

the earthquakes that are characterized by relatively predominant low-frequency energy in each 231 

area. An investigation of the temporal changes in r-LFE activity for each of the aftershock 232 

sequences will provide additional information on the genesis of earthquakes enriched in low-233 

frequency energy.  234 
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Figure 10 shows the temporal changes in FI for the shallow earthquakes (≤15 km depth) in the 235 

ten hypocentral areas during the analysis period (2003–2017). The r-LFE activity (red dots) is 236 

high for the 2008 M7.2 Iwate-Miyagi, 2011 M7.1 Iwaki, and 2016 M7.3 Kumamoto earthquakes. 237 

It is evident that the r-LFEs did not occur constantly with time, but were activated after the 238 

mainshock in each hypocentral area (green line in Figure 10), with a decay in r-LFE activity over 239 

time. Figure 11 shows the cumulative counts of the shallow (≤15 km depth) and deep (>15 km 240 

depth) r-LFE activity. There was an increase in shallow r-LFE activity immediately after the 241 

mainshock (Figure 11a), in agreement with previous observations where the earthquakes with 242 

predominant low-frequency energy occurred in the aftershock sequences [e.g., Obara, 2004; 243 

Kosuga, 2011; Kimura and Ukawa, 2018]. However, the deep r-LFE activity is very low and is 244 

not enhanced by the mainshock. Approximately constant deep r-LFE activity is only seen for the 245 

2008 Iwate-Miyagi and 2014 Kamishiro sequences, where active volcanoes are included in the 246 

aftershock areas (Figure 11c). 247 

Shallow r-LFEs were sometimes triggered by distant earthquakes, and moderate-sized 248 

foreshocks and aftershocks. For example, the r-LFE activity in the hypocentral area of the 2004 249 

Chuetsu Earthquake increased moderately after the 2007 Noto-Hanto Earthquake and 250 

considerably after the 2011 M9.0 Tohoku-oki Earthquake (Figure 10). For the 2011 Iwaki 251 

sequence hypocentral area, the occurrence of an M6.3 earthquake in 2017 appeared to have 252 

activated r-LFEs. The r-LFE activity that was observed prior to the mainshocks in the 2011 Iwaki 253 

and 2016 Kumamoto sequences (Figure 11b) were in response to the 2011 Tohoku-oki 254 

Earthquake and largest (M6.5) foreshock, respectively.  255 

 256 

5. The 2016 Kumamoto sequence 257 

5-1. r-LFE activity 258 

Here we focus on the r-LFE activity in the hypocentral area of the 2016 M7.3 Kumamoto 259 

Earthquake, where the highest r-LFE activity was observed among the ten aftershock sequences 260 

and the r-LFEs occurred at a quasi-constant rate, even before the mainshock (Figures 11a and 261 

12a). Figure 12b shows the r-LFE activity from three days before to ten days after the mainshock. 262 

The number of r-LFEs slightly increased after the largest (M6.5) foreshock and was significantly 263 

enhanced following the mainshock (M7.3), which occurred 28 h after the M6.5 foreshock. Figure 264 

12c shows that the r-LFE activity following the M6.5 foreshock (yellow symbols) was limited to 265 

the vicinity of the foreshock hypocenter, whereas the r-LFE activity expanded across the entire 266 

aftershock area after the mainshock (red and white symbols), suggesting that r-LFE activity may 267 
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be linked to aftershock activity. 268 

We investigated the temporal variations in the r-LFE activity rates, FI and fp values, and  of 269 

the earthquakes during the first ten days after the largest foreshock to understand the cause of the 270 

temporal changes in r-LFE activity (Figure 13). We calculated the average and standard deviation 271 

of the FI and fp values, and  for every successive 500 and 50 earthquakes, respectively. The 272 

highest r-LFE activity was observed in the first ~6 h after the mainshock, when temporary 273 

reductions in FI, fp, and  were observed. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the 274 

observed concurrent reductions in FI, fp, and  may have been the result of a transient increase 275 

in seismic attenuation, even though the S-coda spectral ratio method could minimize the seismic 276 

attenuation effect on  (see section 3-1). Therefore, we evaluated whether seismic attenuation 277 

was temporarily enhanced after the mainshock.  278 

 279 

5-2. Temporal variations in seismic attenuation 280 

The spectral ratio method is often used to constrain fc by minimizing the seismic attenuation 281 

effects [e.g., Mayeda et al., 2007; Ko et al., 2012]; however, it can be beneficial to directly 282 

estimate the difference in seismic attenuation between two earthquakes [e.g., Nakajima and 283 

Uchida, 2018; Shiina et al., 2018; Kriegerowski et al., 2019]. Here we estimated the differential 284 

attenuation (tijm*) following the method of Nakajima and Uchida (2018), where tijm* = tim* – 285 

tjm*, and tim* and tjm* are the seismic attenuation values along ray paths from earthquake i to 286 

station m and from earthquake j to station m, respectively. When we correct for the fc effect on 287 

an observed spectrum, the slope of the fc-corrected spectral ratio for the two earthquakes at a 288 

common station is proportional to tijm* (see Nakajima and Uchida (2018) for further details).  289 

We selected 7990 earthquakes (2.0≤M≤3.5) whose fc could be estimated via the S-coda spectral 290 

ratio method in section 3-1. The spectral amplitudes were calculated using a 3-s window that 291 

began at the manually picked S-wave onset, and the noise spectra were calculated using a 3-s 292 

window before the P-wave onset. The spectral data with SNR ≥ 2 were retained to calculate the 293 

fc-corrected spectral ratios at common stations and determine t* via least-squares fitting of the 294 

averaged spectral ratio. This method can resolve the difference in seismic attenuation between 295 

two earthquakes when the ray paths from the earthquakes to common stations are almost identical. 296 

Therefore, we limited the hypocentral distance between the two earthquakes to ≤2 km so that the 297 

rays from the two earthquakes sample approximately the same volume. We used stations located 298 

within an epicentral distance of ≤50 km. 299 

We divided the earthquakes into three periods depending on the occurrence time to resolve the 300 
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temporal variations in t*: Period I earthquakes (N = 287) occurred before the M6.5 foreshock 301 

on April 14, 2016; Period II earthquakes (N = 562) occurred between the M6.5 foreshock and 302 

M7.3 mainshock on April 16, 2016; and Period III earthquakes (N = 4773) occurred after the 303 

mainshock. We made earthquake pairs using one from Period I and the other from either Period 304 

II or III to estimate the temporal variations in attenuation between either Period I and II or Period 305 

I and III. We analyzed 1634 Period I–II earthquake pairs and 8772 Period I–III earthquake pairs. 306 

Figure 13e shows the temporal variations in t* in the source area that were calculated for 307 

Periods II and III with respect to Period I. We calculated the average t* and standard deviation 308 

values for every 300 successive earthquakes from Periods II and III. The average t* value did 309 

not change significantly with time, thereby demonstrating that the enhanced r-LFE activity and 310 

temporary reductions in FI, fp, and  after the mainshock were not due to increased seismic 311 

attenuation in the hypocentral area but rather reflected actual variations in the earthquake source 312 

parameters.  313 

 314 

5.3 Results for the other areas  315 

Figure 14 shows the temporal variations in the FI values for five hypocentral areas with 316 

significant r-LFE activity. The FI values were temporarily reduced after the mainshock and then 317 

gradually recovered, with the exception of the 2011 Iwaki Earthquake hypocentral area. Although 318 

the temporal changes in the FI values are within one standard deviation and may not be 319 

statistically significant, the systematic reduction in FI for at least four of the seismic sequences 320 

suggests that the decrease in FI values following the mainshock could reflect time-dependent 321 

phenomena in the source area.  322 

Figure 15 shows the r-LFE distribution for the 2008 M7.2 Iwate-Miyagi and 2011 M7.0 Iwaki 323 

earthquakes, which are the second and third most active shallow r-LFE sequences, respectively 324 

(Figure 11). There was no significant enhancement of shallow r-LFE activity in the areas with 325 

high aftershock activity during the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi sequence; however, there was enhanced r-326 

LFE activity near the Quaternary volcanoes to the west of the aftershock area, where separate 327 

aftershock activity was also observed. The shallow r-LFE activity was more widespread and 328 

decayed with time since the mainshock, whereas the deep r-LFE activity occurred in limited areas 329 

and appeared to occur at approximately regular intervals (Figure 11).  330 

The 2011 Iwaki sequence exhibited high r-LFE activity across the entire aftershock area, 331 

similar to the 2016 Kumamoto sequence. r-LFEs were activated after the 2011 Tohoku-oki 332 

Earthquake, which occurred one month prior to the Iwaki earthquake (Figure 11). Interestingly, 333 
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the pre-mainshock r-LFEs (yellow circles in Figure 15b) occurred in the northern and southern 334 

parts of the aftershock area and were associated with the occurrences of a M6.0 earthquake on 335 

March 23 and a M6.1 earthquake on March 19, respectively; these two earthquakes are recognized 336 

as earthquakes that were triggered by the Tohoku-oki earthquake. The r-LFE activity was limited 337 

to ≤10 km depth, even though numerous aftershocks occurred at ≥15 km depth.  338 

 339 

6. Discussion 340 

6.1 A possible mechanism for the reduced FI, fp, and  values 341 

The major areas with reduced FI and fp values correspond to geological and present tectonic 342 

boundaries, as described in section 2-3 (Figure 7). We infer that the tectonic boundaries are 343 

inherently fractured and permeable due to long-term deformation, and are therefore locally 344 

weakened by the large influx of fluids over geologic timescales [Wang et al., 2018; Ito et al., 345 

2019]. This inferred influx of fluids is supported by the presence of low-velocity anomalies in the 346 

crust along the tectonic boundaries [e.g., Omuralieva et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2018]. 347 

Although  depends on the focal depth, faulting style (focal mechanism), and the amount of 348 

stress released during rupture [Oth, 2013], our systematic analyses of  for the large number of 349 

crustal earthquakes, which possess various faulting styles, would eliminate the effects of the focal 350 

depth and faulting style as major causes of the regional variations in  Therefore, the 351 

 variations probably reflect the variations in the amount of stress released during rupture. Even 352 

through our analyses cannot distinguish between the frictional strength of the fault and the rupture 353 

velocity as the primary control on the amount of stress release, both parameters can be reduced 354 

by elevated pore-fluid pressures [Goertz-Allmann et al., 2011; Urata et al., 2013]. We therefore 355 

infer that high pore-fluid pressures would be a candidate for a governing mechanism of the 356 

marked decreases in . The positive correlation between  and FI (and fp) suggests that smaller 357 

FI and lower fp values are also caused by high pore pressures. 358 

 359 

6.2 r-LFE activation after large earthquakes 360 

Geophysical analyses have shown that a marked low-velocity body exists in the middle to lower 361 

crust immediately beneath the hypocentral areas of major crustal earthquakes [e.g., Zhao et al., 362 

1996; Hasegawa et al., 2009; Chiarabba et al., 2020] and a high-conductivity area is observed at 363 

the deeper extension of each fault system [e.g., Wannamaker et al., 2009], both of which are 364 

interpreted as fluid-enriched areas. The accumulation of such fluids below the seismogenic layer, 365 

which are presumed to have been originally supplied via dehydration from subducting slabs [e.g., 366 
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Iio et al., 2002; Hasegawa et al., 2005], may gradually migrate into potentially permeable fault 367 

zones in the upper crust, with a buildup of pore-fluid pressures occurring along faults that may be 368 

sealed via silica precipitation or another means [e.g., Saishu et al., 2017]. A rupture could initiate 369 

along the fault when a portion of the fault becomes weaker than the regional stress regime due to 370 

the gradual increase in pore-fluid pressure; this process is known as the fault-valve model [Sibson, 371 

1992]. 372 

We infer that the activation of shallow r-LFEs following major crustal earthquake sequences 373 

can be explained within the framework of fault-valve behavior. The fluids that accumulated along 374 

a fault or below the seismogenic zone would be redistributed in the hypocentral area once a large 375 

earthquake occurs and breaks the fault valve [e.g., Sibson, 1992; Yoshida and Hasegawa, 2018; 376 

Ross et al., 2020]. These processes could cause differential increases in the pore-fluid pressures 377 

along hidden faults in the hypocentral area depending on how effectively each fault is sealed, with 378 

the aftershocks occurring along these frictionally weakened faults [Miller et al., 2004]. The 379 

seismic energy release due to failure along a fault with an elevated pore-fluid pressure that 380 

approaches lithostatic pressure is enriched in low-frequency energy probably due to the reduced 381 

rupture velocity [e.g., Liu, 2005; Das and Zoback, 2013; Hawthorne et al., 2019]; the earthquakes 382 

that radiate this predominant low-frequency energy are recognized as r-LFEs (LFEs). The role of 383 

overpressurized fluids in LFE generation is supported by the extremely low  values for LFEs 384 

[e.g., Greenfield et al., 2019; Hensch et al., 2019] and dynamic triggering of shallow LFEs along 385 

inland faults via the passage of seismic waves [e.g., Obara, 2012; Chao and Obara, 2016]. 386 

The observed concurrent reductions in FI, fp, and , and increased r-LFE activity after the 387 

Kumamoto earthquake (Figure 13) suggest that the faults in the hypocentral area became 388 

temporarily weakened by the redistribution of overpressurized faults. The gradual recoveries in 389 

FI, fp, and   (Figures 13 and 14) probably reflect a gradual reduction in pore-fluid pressure via 390 

fluid diffusion, as observed for earthquakes induced by water injection [e.g., Sumy et al., 2017] 391 

or swarm-like natural earthquakes [e.g., Yoshida and Hasegawa, 2018].  392 

 393 

6.3 Implications for seismogenesis in the crust 394 

Hayashida et al. [2020] investigated the aftershock focal mechanisms associated with the 2000 395 

M7.3 Western Tottori Earthquake, Japan, using waveform data from an ultra-dense temporary 396 

seismic network [Matsumoto et al., 2020], and found that regular earthquakes with a predominant 397 

frequency of ≥10 Hz contain definite NDC components. This observation suggests that the NDC 398 

component is not a unique characteristic for LFEs, but is also relevant to regular earthquakes that 399 
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are conventionally interpreted as pure shear faulting. The NDC component is interpreted as shear 400 

rupture with a tensile component. We hypothesize that the magnitude of the tensile component 401 

during failure can be controlled by the pore-fluid pressure level with larger tensile component by 402 

higher pore-fluid pressures [e.g., Fischer and Guest, 2011], resulting in the apparent variations in 403 

the NDC components of the focal mechanisms, as observed in LFEs [Nakamichi et al., 2003; 404 

Hensch et al., 2019; Oikawa et al., 2019]. 405 

Regular earthquakes primarily occur in the upper crust beneath the Japanese Islands, whereas 406 

the majority of the LFEs occur in the lower crust [e.g., Hasegawa and Yamamoto, 1994]. The 407 

depth separation of these two earthquake types (Figure 6c) is used as a strong constraint for the 408 

LFE generation model, which often requires either the ductile regime or magmatic activity for 409 

LFE generation. However, this study demonstrates the prevalence of LFEs (r-LFEs), even in the 410 

upper crust. Yoshida et al. (2020) recently revealed that LFEs and regular earthquakes evidently 411 

occurred within ~1 km of each other in the upper crust of a non-volcanic area in northern Japan. 412 

Furthermore, a rare but not insignificant number of regular earthquakes have occurred in the lower 413 

crust beneath the Japanese Islands [e.g., Omuralieva et al., 2012; Nakajima and Uchida, 2018; 414 

Katsumata et al., 2019] (see also Figure 15b). These observations suggest that the inherent 415 

rheology of the crust is not particularly important in differentiating between the types of 416 

earthquake generation, as both LFEs and regular earthquakes can potentially occur throughout 417 

the crust.  418 

 It is considered that the typically ductile lower crust becomes locally and transiently brittle 419 

due to elevated pore-fluid pressures [Kohlstedt et al., 1995; White et al., 2011] and high strain 420 

rates [Tuffen and Dingwell, 2005]. Brittle lower-crustal earthquakes are frequently observed in 421 

continental rifts [e.g., Reyners et al., 2007; Keir et al., 2009], moderately observed in active 422 

volcanic centers [e.g., Soosalu et al., 2010; Hotovec-Ellis et al., 2018], and occasionally observed 423 

in intracontinental areas [e.g., Leyton et al., 2009; Hong et al., 2020]. These lower-crustal 424 

earthquakes often occur in short-lasting swarms and sometimes migrate a few kilometers; they 425 

have been interpreted as being triggered by fluid-related phenomena (e.g., magmatic intrusions 426 

or fluid-pressure pulses) and transiently induced high strain rates [e.g., Smith et al., 2004; Soosalu 427 

et al., 2010; Hotovec-Ellis et al., 2018; Lapins et al., 2020]. Interestingly, the predominant 428 

frequencies of lower-crustal M~1 earthquakes vary, ranging from high (≥15 Hz) [Hong et al., 429 

2020] to low (<5 Hz) frequencies [Soosalu et al., 2010]. The earthquakes that dominate the high-430 

frequency signals occur along well-connected permeable networks of preexisting faults [e.g., 431 

Hotovec-Ellis et al., 2018]; such networks may prevent the buildup of pore-fluid pressures to 432 
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extremely high values. Conversely, the earthquakes with emergent P and S phases, and 433 

predominant low-frequency energy (≤5 Hz) tend to occur in a three-dimensional volume [e.g., 434 

Soosalu et al., 2010] that presumably contains poorly defined and less-permeable fractures, 435 

thereby promoting pore-fluid pressure buildup to near-lithostatic values. We therefore 436 

hypothesize that the magnitude of pore-fluid pressure regulates slip behavior during failure and 437 

the increase in pore-fluid pressure to near-lithostatic values dominates the low-frequency energy 438 

due to a reduction in the fault strength and/or rupture velocity. 439 

 440 

7. Conclusions 441 

We conducted a systematic investigation of crustal earthquakes using large waveform volumes 442 

to reveal the spatial and temporal characteristics of LFEs beneath the Japanese Islands. The major 443 

findings of this study are summarized as follows.  444 

1. LFEs are more common in the upper crust than conventionally considered. 445 

2. Regional FI and fp variations are observed among the crustal earthquakes, with the reduced 446 

FI and fp areas corresponding to geological and current active boundaries. 447 

3. Large crustal earthquakes (M≥6.5) often activate earthquakes enriched in low-frequency 448 

energy (r-LFEs). Transient reductions in the frictional strength of faults due to the re-449 

distribution of overpressurized fluids in the aftershock area may be a candidate for a 450 

governing mechanism of r-LFE generation. 451 

A combined interpretation of our results and reported observations in the literature suggests 452 

that the pore-fluid pressure level regulates the amount of low-frequency energy and magnitude of 453 

the tensile component of earthquakes during failure along faults, thereby resulting in large 454 

variations in the frequency component and focal mechanism solutions of the observed 455 

earthquakes. This study suggests that LFEs are not distinct from regular earthquakes, such that 456 

the earthquakes containing predominant low-frequency energy are merely identified as LFEs (r-457 

LFEs). Therefore, the discrete classification of earthquakes into LFEs is physically inappropriate, 458 

and will either introduce biases or be misleading when investigating the physical factors 459 

controlling the frequency content of the observed seismograms, even though LFE classifications 460 

are practically useful. Future studies need to quantitatively evaluate the effects of pore-fluid 461 

pressures and strain rates on the stress drop and rupture velocity, which will provide crucial 462 

constraints on the factors controlling the frequency content of earthquakes.  463 
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Table 1. Summary of parameters for M≥6.5 earthquakes 726 

 727 

Area Earthquake 

 

Date M FI log10(fp),  

Hz 

log10(),  

Pa 

N of shallow 

r-LFEs 

1 Iwate-Miyagi1) 2008/6/14 7.2 –0.08±0.14 0.90±0.16 6.08±0.47 135 

2 Iwaki2) 2011/4/11 7.0 –0.10±0.14 0.87±0.17 6.06±0.22 232 

3 Chuetsu3) 2004/10/23 6.8 –0.11±0.15 0.93±0.16 6.11±0.40 14 

4 Chuetsu-oki4) 2007/7/16 6.8 –0.29±0.17 0.73±0.11 5.82±0.34 1 

5 N. Nagano5) 2011/3/12 6.7 –0.27±0.13 0.79±0.14 5.61±0.38 41 

6 Kamishiro6) 2014/11/22 6.7 –0.34±0.15 0.74±0.12 5.80±0.39 53 

7 Noto-Hanto7) 2007/3/25 6.9 –0.16±0.13 0.78±0.14 6.07±0.44 60 

8 C. Tottori8) 2016/10/21 6.6 –0.16±0.12 0.91±0.23 6.02±0.42 54 

9 W. Fukuoka9) 2005/3/20 7.0 –0.14±0.15 0.82±0.20 6.20±0.38 26 

10 Kumamoto10) 2016/4/16 7.3 –0.12±0.15 0.82±0.12 6.10±0.41 228 

1) Okada et al. [2012], 2) Kato et al. [2011], 3) Okada et al. [2005], 4) Shinohara et al. [2008] 5) Shimojo 728 

et al. [2014], 6) 7) Sakai et al. [2008], 8) Iio et al. [2020], 9) Shimizu et al. [2006] 10) Mitsuoka et al. [2020] 729 

 730 

  731 
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 732 

Figure 1. Low-frequency earthquake (LFE) distribution reported in the JMA catalog for the 733 

2003–2017 period. The upper and lower panels show LFEs at ≤15 km and >15 km depth, 734 

respectively. The gray triangles denote active volcanoes.  735 

  736 
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 737 
Figure 2. (a) Analyzed earthquake distribution. The hypocenters are color-coded by focal depth. 738 

The gray triangles denote active volcanoes. (b) Earthquake distribution for the events whose FI 739 

and fp values have been estimated at three or more stations.  740 

  741 
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 742 

Figure 3. (a) S-wave (red) and noise (black) frequency spectra for a given LFE. The frequency 743 

ranges used to determine AH and AL for the FI calculation are shown by the gray bands. (b) 744 

Example waveforms for three aftershocks of the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake (M7.3) that were 745 

recorded at station N.NSIH. The waveforms are normalized by the maximum amplitudes of each 746 

trace and aligned on the S-wave onset. The total waveform length is 10 s. The gray bands represent 747 

the 3-s time windows used to calculate the signal spectra. The P-wave arrivals are indicated by 748 

the arrows. The FI and fp values that have been calculated for each earthquake are shown in red, 749 

and the magnitudes are indicated in blue. (c) Example LFE waveform recorded at N.MSIH. The 750 

other symbols are the same as those in (b).  751 

  752 
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 753 

Figure 4. (a) FI and fp plots for the regular earthquakes (gray) and LFEs (red) that were detected 754 

by the JMA. The black squares represent the theoretical values for M1 and M2 earthquakes that 755 

were calculated using the 2 source model [Brune, 1970] with  = 1 MPa, Q = 200, and a travel 756 

time of 10 s. The green rectangle shows the study domain, which primarily contains earthquakes 757 

that are defined as LFEs. The FI and fp histograms and cumulative curves for regular earthquakes 758 

(black) and JMA LFEs (red and magenta) are shown in the upper and right panels, respectively, 759 

with the average and standard deviation (in parentheses) values provided. (b) FI frequency 760 

histograms for earthquakes in the 0–35 km (gray) and 0–15 km (black) depth intervals. (c) fp 761 

frequency histograms for earthquakes in the 0–35 km (gray) and 0–15 km (black) depth intervals.   762 
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 763 

 764 

Figure 5. (a) FI and fp plots for regular earthquakes (gray) and JMA LFEs (red) over five 765 

magnitude ranges. The colored squares show the theoretically expected range of FI and fp values 766 

for an earthquake calculated using acceptable ranges of Q (100, 200, 300, and 400) and  (0.1, 767 

0.5, 1, 5, and 10 MPa), and 5.7, 8.6, and 11.4 s travel times (based on hypocentral distances of 768 

20, 30, and 40 km and Vs = 3.5 km/s, respectively). (b) (left) FI and (right) fp frequency 769 
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histograms for the five magnitude ranges. The other symbols are the same as those in Figure 1c.  770 

 771 

 772 

Figure 6. Depth distributions of the (a) shallow (≤15 km depth) and (b) deep LFEs (>15 km 773 

depth) defined in this study. The gray triangles denote active volcanoes. (c) Depth distributions 774 

of the JMA LFEs (black), LFEs defined in this study (orange), and regular earthquakes (gray 775 

shading).  776 
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 778 

Figure 7. (a) Distributions of the volcanoes (red), topography (gray), and major tectonic 779 

boundaries (blue) across the Japanese Islands. (b) FI and (c) fp maps for the shallow crustal 780 

earthquakes (≤15 km depth). (d) Shallow LFE distribution for the 2003–2017 period. The two 781 

areas in Hokkaido and ten hypocentral area of large (M≥6.5) crustal earthquakes that were 782 

analyzed in this study are highlighted by the green rectangles. 783 

  784 
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 785 

Figure 8. Frequency histograms of  for the 2.0≤M≤3.5 earthquakes in the 12 areas that were 786 

identified in Figure 7d. The name of each hypocentral area and the number of analyzed 787 

earthquakes are displayed at the top of each panel. The average and standard deviation in each 788 

area are shown by a circle with error bars. 789 

  790 

  791 
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 792 

Figure 9. Comparison of the  and FI (gray dots) values for the analyzed 2.0≤M≤2.5 793 

earthquakes. The averages and standard deviations of the FI and  values in each of the 12 areas 794 

that were identified in Figure 7d are shown by the colored circles with error bars.  795 

  796 
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 797 

Figure 10. Temporal variations in the FI values (gray dots) for the ten hypocentral areas and the 798 

entire analysis period (2003–2017), with the average values (blue lines) shown. The r-LFEs are 799 

shown by the red circles. The timing of the mainshock for each sequence and the 2011 Tohoku-800 

oki Earthquake are shown by the green and black vertical lines, respectively. The horizontal 801 

dashed lines denote FI = –0.75, which was used to re-define the LFEs in this study. The periods 802 

with incomplete data are shown by the gray bands.  803 
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 804 

 805 

Figure 11. Cumulative counts of the (a,b) shallow (≤15 km depth) r-LFE and (c,d) deep (>15 km 806 

depth) LFE activity for the ten hypocentral areas. The LFE activity for the entire analysis period 807 

(2003–2017) is shown in (a) and (c), and the short-term LFE activity (30 days before and after 808 

the mainshock) is shown in (b) and (d). The colors represent the LFE counts for each sequence.  809 
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 811 

 812 

Figure 12. (a) Temporal variations in the FI values (gray dots) for the entire period of the 813 

Kumamoto sequence, with the average value (blue line) shown. The r-LFEs are shown by the red 814 

circles. The timing of the 2011 Tohoku-oki Earthquake and mainshock of the 2016 Kumamoto 815 

sequence are shown by the gray and green vertical lines, respectively. The periods with 816 

incomplete data are shown by the gray bands. (b) Calculated FI variations from three days before 817 

to ten days after the mainshock. The time of the largest foreshock (M6.5) is shown by the green 818 

dashed line. (c) Hypocenter distributions of the r-LFEs (large circles) and other earthquakes (blue 819 

dots) whose FI values were calculated. The r-LFEs are color-coded with respect to the elapsed 820 

time since the mainshock. The bottom panel shows vertical cross section A–B in the map. The 821 

hypocenters of the M6.5 foreshock and M7.3 mainshock are indicated by the green stars. The 822 

major fault traces are shown by the brown lines.  823 

  824 
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 825 

Figure 13. Temporal variations in the (a) number of r-LFEs, (b) FI values, (c) fp values, (d) , 826 

and (e) differential attenuation (t*) during the 10 days following the M6.5 foreshock. The 827 

horizontal blue lines and gray band show the average and its standard deviation of each value for 828 

the entire period, respectively. The average value and standard deviation of the FI and fp values, 829 

, and t* are calculated for every successive 500 earthquakes, 50 earthquakes, and 300 830 

earthquakes, respectively.  831 
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 833 

 834 

Figure 14. Temporal variations in FI for the shallow earthquakes (<15 km depth) in five 835 

hypocentral areas where LFEs and r-LFEs are active. The vertical axis is the deviation from the 836 

average FI value in each region. The average and standard deviation of the FI values are calculated 837 

for every successive 500 earthquakes.  838 
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 841 

 842 

Figure 15. Hypocenter distribution of the r-LFEs (large circles) and other earthquakes (blue dots) 843 

whose FI values are calculated for the (a) 2008 Iwate-Miyagi and (b) 2011 Iwaki sequences. The 844 

r-LFEs are colored with respect to the elapsed time since each mainshock. The A–B vertical cross 845 

sections are shown in the bottom panels. The mainshock hypocenters are shown by the large green 846 

stars. The hypocenters of two moderate-size foreshocks (M6.0 and M6.1) prior to the 2011 Iwaki 847 

sequence are shown by the small green stars. The black and gray triangles denote active and 848 

Quaternary volcanoes, respectively.  849 
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